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Make full use of internet platform
Big Data cloud storage
Service for customers worldwide
With market share ranking ﬁrst in the mainstream of China's telecom operators
for many years and have get the net certiﬁcate in many regions around the
world and sell to 127 nations and districts in ﬁve continents.
Shoto ﬁrmly promote green low-carbon career and always fulﬁll the concept of
“new energy, circularity and high-tech”, to manage from the ﬁve link key
aspects: design, development, green purchasing, system management,
recycling, energy conservation and emissions reduction to create green model
for the industry, to create a green life for human beings and store a green
future for the earth.

Pursue the perfection
To build up a strong
and sustainable enterprise
Shoto has owned several honors such as “National environment friendly
enterprise”, “National key high-tech industry group”, “ China's top 100
electronic information enterprises ”,“ Global 500 new energy enterprises”.

Explore actively
To ﬁnd an ever-increasing energy new world
Communication
Possess all series of energy storage solutions and provide ﬁrm green energy
security;
Telecom
Becoming the core of constructing the future smart grid center;
Power
New clean and eﬃcient power energy, to provide endless power for the social
development;
Recycling
Take the lead in building circulation industry chain, make renewable energy,
restore a healthy earth.

Converge global industry experts
and unite research institutes
Collaborate with customers to develop
the world's leading energy storage systems
The establishment of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in cooperation with the
establishment of the Advanced Energy Development Research Center,
academicians workstation, post-doctoral research station, state-level enterprise
technology center have take on the 863 and other national research projects and
research and develop the world forward-looking high-end new energy projects.
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1.Introduction
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With the acceleration of urbanization and an increase in the number of large-scale residential areas, the amount of
large-scale communications base station sites becomes fewer and the establishment is more difficult.There is a need to
change the original centralized signal transmission to decentralized signal transmitter , therefore the signal coverage
area becomes small and power load is reduced. The requirement for the option to install or geographical location of the
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site is increasingly high,so that an integrated solutions with less space and small bulk is needed to meet the requirements.
Our company has developed an integrated design of distributed base station power supply system for a variety of
installation environments such as corridor, shaft, and outdoor environment. The UPS, batteries, power distribution are
integrated into a cabinet to form an integration power supply system.According to the site environment flexibility, it can
choose the floor or wall installation,thus provide uninterruptible power protection with high-quality for signal coverage
equipment of shopping malls, railway stations, airports, car parks, office buildings to ensure the comprehensive
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coverage of the communication signal.
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2.System Functions

Stereogram view

2.1Product Dimensions

2.2System Configuration
The integrated system consists of outdoor cabinets, UPS uninterruptible power supply, battery pack, power distribution
units.
There are two battery storehouses in an outdoor cabinet, each has two shoto 12V Lead Acid 6-SPB-50AH battery in it,with
the interiors install 2 group of thermostat fan and when the ambient temperature is greater than 30 degrees, the fan start
working; Moreover , the cabinet is also equipped with two sets of a hot unit for warming the system at low temperatures.
The power distribution unit mainly consist of air switch, including: ①SPD, for access to electricity, and play a role in lightning
protection;② AC input, for turning the mains and UPS system, with its upper end paralleled with SPD;③ and ④ are both AC
outputs for the user-friendly access to the AC load;⑤ temperature control switch for controlling the on-off of thermostat
and mains supply;⑥ and ⑦ are fan thermostat and hot plate temperature, the user can set the starting working temperature.
2.3 System Features
(1) System works
When the mains supply is normal: UPS outputs to the load equipment directly through the switch by the bypass of mains
supply, at the same time to charge the battery through the charger.
When the mains supply is abnormal: UPS directly invert into 220VAC or 48VDC to output to the load device from the battery
pack through the DC / AC inverse.

Front view
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Lateral view

(2) Main Applications
◆Communication base station;
◆3G Femtocell station power;
◆High temperature, low temperature area or outdoor base stations which requires short time of back up power;
◆Emergency power supply equipment such as emergency communications vehicles.
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(3) System Benefits Features
◆System configuration can undertake non-standard design according to customer requirements and the size can be
adjusted;
◆The high and low temperature performance is matched in the system with lithium-iron batteries. It has a small volume,
high temperature, high power discharge performance, strong environmental adaptability and other advantages;
◆The interior device inside the UPS uses a special coating process, which greatly improve the protection level of system.
◆The maximum system operating efficiency up to 96% which is green energy;
◆System power distribution unit is composed of anti-lightning, AC input, AC output, DC output, temperature, battery
and other modules, the output shunt size and number can be flexibly configured;
◆Integrated power supply system support two installation ways: floor standing way or wall mounted way, which is
totally positively maintained. The system can be installed from three sides against the walls and has a stronger adaptability in narrow space applications such as corridor and wellhole with weak power supply;
◆In the integrated power supply, lithium battery and UPS adopt the plug-in installation method and is more convenient
to equip and fix, aside 2U space and can be expanded according to the requirements and can meet the power supply
demands of all types base station facilities with flexible application.

3.System parameters
Type Battery+ UPS
1.UPS Electrical Parameters
Maximum output load
power
Rated Input voltage
Input frequency range
AC output voltage
Mains supply and
battery switching time
Overload
Protective function

SDA10-4850+2KVA

1KVA/800W

2KVA/1600W
AC 176V~250V
50±5%Hz
AC 220V
10ms

Battery inverter mode, overload 125% maintain 1min,
Normal mode ,overload 125% maintain 10min
Overvoltage, overload, undervoltage, short circuit, over
temperature protection

Communication and alarm
mode
2. Battery module parameters
Normal Voltage
Capacity
Maximum Discharging
Current
3.System Parameters
AC input branching
AC output branching
Noise dB
Working temperature
Mounting
Dimensions
Width*depth*Height
mm
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SDA10-4850+1KVA

Dry contact
48V
50/100Ah
50/100A
1 Road
Two AC output
45dB
-5 ~+45
Floor / Wall
410*530*750

Make it excellent to
“connect you and me”
Shoto, as the leading green storage integration service supplier in
Big Data age, using the forward-looking energy technology to share
the green earth with our customers.

